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This exhibition requires a disclaimer. The works on view don’t gel
thematically in any other particular manner than their visual presence
on, in, and around the sculptures by Scandinavian artist Nicholas Riis.
Little snow men, golf sticks, t-shirts, games, stickers, flowers, carpets
and many more gently fill the surface of Riis’ collision of materials. A
melting pot of studio experiments, ready made objects and the tactile and
physical possibilities of computer animated sketches. Seemingly heavy
though light weighted things that meanwhile serve as props for the works
by Nathan Azhderian, Bob Eikelboom, Johan Jensen Kjeldsen, Mike Pratt,
Felix Salut, Karen Sargsyan, Daniel van Straalen, Nora Turato and Bruno
Zhu. Here Riis’ work is activated by - yet activates - the works or
objects of others, blurring and fusing concepts of autonomous sculpture,
cosplay costume design, and set design.
A stylist’s attitude of selecting and arranging objects according to size
and material aesthetics, goes hand in hand with difficulties regarding
creative curating and a hard core appropriation of other people’s work
for one’s own sake. But Riis is not a curator. Far more the artist is
interested in the ambiguousness of objects, and how his work plays a
similar role within this setting in the gallery. Here the presence of
works by others associatively arose within a collaborative process
between the artist and gallerist, likewise Riis joined forces with
artists such as Nora Turato before, though not necessarily marks the
artist’s practice in general.
A 400-page object-only catalog, composed by Riis himself, sets out the
starting point for his sculptures. It’s a personal sketchbook, that is
filled with all sorts of ordinary and peculiar domestic plastic ware,
that often literally re- or disappear within his works. For example, knee
protectors become pseudo-symbolic decoration, a litter box (or
‘kattenbak’) appears as a sink in a form that is reminiscent of a kitchen
element, and wax sculptures - containing engraved fragments of Matisse’s
paintings - melt on the spot when the temperature in the gallery climbs
up.
The artist deliberately messes around with presumptions of what a
sculpture is, can be or should be, and continuously emphasizes the
potential (ordinary) functionality of the artistic gesture. A suggestion
whereby Riis’ work here becomes a décor of display for all other works on
top of it. Works that just go well together in a playful sense, without
an argument that extends the latter.
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